Abstract Due to the great variation of biological names in biomedical text, appropriate tokenization is an important preprocessing step for biomedical information retrieval. Despite its importance, there has been little study on the evaluation of various tokenization strategies for biomedical text. In this work, we conducted a careful, systematic evaluation of a set of tokenization heuristics on all the available TREC biomedical text collections for ad hoc document retrieval, using two representative retrieval methods and a pseudorelevance feedback method. We also studied the effect of stemming and stop word removal on the retrieval performance. As expected, our experiment results show that tokenization can significantly affect the retrieval accuracy; appropriate tokenization can improve the performance by up to 96%, measured by mean average precision (MAP). In particular, it is shown that different query types require different tokenization heuristics, stemming is effective only for certain queries, and stop word removal in general does not improve the retrieval performance on biomedical text.
Introduction retrieval as well as other text management techniques to access the biomedical textual data. The special language usage in biomedical literature, such as the frequent occurrences of gene symbols and the use of inconsistent lexical variants of the same genes, has raised many new challenges in the field of biomedical information retrieval.
In previous work on biomedical information retrieval, while many efforts have been put into query expansion and synonym normalization, little attention has been paid to tokenization and other text preprocessing steps that transform the documents and the queries into the bag-of-word representation. Although tokenization is not a critical step for retrieval in English text in general domains, it is not a trivial task for languages in special domains (sometimes referred to as sublanguages), largely due to the domain-specific terminologies.
Information retrieval methods generally rely on term matching. The purpose of tokenization is therefore to break down the text into tokens (or terms), which are small units of meaningful text, such that a match between a token in the query and a token in a document can in general increase our confidence that the document is relevant to the query. It is often also desirable during the preprocessing stage to normalize tokens that look similar and convey the same meaning into a single canonical form. By normalizing terms with slight differences into canonical forms, we can improve the recall of a retrieval system, although we may risk some decrease in precision.
For English text in general domains, individual English words are naturally used as tokens. Tokenization can be done by simply using white spaces as delimiters, or in a slightly more sophisticated way, by using all non-alphanumerical characters as delimiters. Stemming is often used to normalize the morphological variants of the same base word. In biomedical text, however, the content words include not only English words, but also many special terms such as the names of genes, proteins, and chemicals. These names often contain special characters such as numerals, hyphens, slashes and brackets, and the same entity often has different lexical variants. Clearly, a simple tokenizer for general English text cannot work well in biomedical text. If all non-alphanumerical characters inside a named entity are used as delimiters to separate the name into several tokens, the proximity of these tokens is lost in the bag-of-word representation, which may result in a loss of the semantic meaning of the tokens and cause mismatches. Moreover, breaking named entities into fragments may affect the tf.idf weighting of the tokens in an unwanted way. On the other hand, if all the non-alphanumerical characters are kept, it is hard to capture minor variations of the same name. Table 1 shows an example taken from Topic 38 of the ad hoc retrieval task of the TREC 2003 Genomics Track, where two tokenizers produce different matching results. The original query contains the gene symbol MIP-1-alpha. There are three lexical variants of '' and ''Variant 3, '' in Table 1 . The bottom row shows a piece of text that can possibly become a mismatch. If no special tokenization strategy is used, none of the three variants will match with the query. Now we consider two special tokenization strategies: Tokenizer 1 uses all non-alphanumerical characters as token delimiters; Tokenizer 2 removes special characters such as hyphens and brackets. The ''Tokenized Text'' column shows the tokenized text. We can see that Tokenizer 1 captures one lexical variant, but misses the other two variants and generates one mismatch. Tokenizer 2, however, captures two variants and ignores the mismatch. Thus Tokenizer 2 is superior to Tokenizer 1 in this particular example. Because many queries in biomedical information retrieval contain gene names and symbols like the one in the above example, it is important to find a suitable tokenization strategy in order to generate the best retrieval results. Despite its importance, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been any work devoted to a systematic comparison of different tokenization strategies for biomedical information retrieval. In this paper, we present a set of tokenization heuristics that are generalized from previous work on biomedical information retrieval, and we conduct a systematic evaluation of these heuristics. In particular, we define three sets of break points, three break point normalization methods, and a Greek alphabet normalization method. We also study the effects of stemming and of stop word removal for biomedical text as these preprocessing steps may also affect the retrieval performance. The goal of our study is to provide a set of standard tokenization heuristics that are in general suitable for biomedical information retrieval. With such standard heuristics, we can presumably have a strong baseline method for biomedical information retrieval, on which more advanced techniques can be applied, and against which any new method should be compared.
We evaluate the tokenization heuristics on the data from the TREC 2003 , TREC 2004 and TREC 2005 Thus, the data we use includes all available TREC biomedical information retrieval test collections for ad hoc document retrieval. We use two representative retrieval methods. We also apply a pseudo-relevance feedback method on top of one of the retrieval methods we use. Results from both retrieval methods and the pseudo-relevance feedback method show that tokenization strategies can affect the retrieval performance significantly; good tokenization can improve the performance by up to 96%. For different types of queries, different sets of tokenization heuristics are preferred in order to achieve the optimal performance. In particular, for queries with only gene symbols, removing a set of special characters and replacing Greek letters with Latin letters are shown to be effective. In contrast, for queries with only full gene names and for verbose queries that also contain English words to describe the information needed, replacing special characters with spaces produces the best results. In addition, for verbose queries, stemming further improves the performance. Stop word removal does not help retrieval in general.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we survey the tokenization strategies explored in previous work on biomedical information retrieval. In Sections 3 and 4, we generalize the various tokenization strategies into a set of heuristics, and explain the rationale behind each heuristic. We evaluate the different tokenization heuristics in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss the scope and limitation of our study, and conclude our work by recommending a set of suitable tokenization heuristics based on the query types.
Related work
Most previous work on biomedical information retrieval appeared in the Genomics Track in TREC 2003 , TREC 2004 , and TREC 2005 . To address the prevalent name variation problem in biomedical text, most groups focused on query expansion, either by using external knowledge bases such as LocusLink to find gene synonyms (Buttcher et al. 2004; Fujita, 2004) , or by generating lexical variants of the gene names in the queries using heuristic rules (Buttcher et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2005) . Tokenization of the corpus was not seriously studied, and most groups did not describe their tokenization strategies in detail.
Among the work that mentioned special tokenization techniques, Tomlinson (2003) pointed out that allowing a token to contain both alphabetical and numerical characters was a little better than separating them. In contrast, Pirkola and Leppanen (2003) and Crangle et al. (2004) chose to separate alphabetical and numerical strings in order to handle hyphenation of the alphabetical and the numerical parts in a gene name. But Pirkola and Leppanen (2003) also imposed proximity search to ensure that the separated components were close together in the retrieved documents. Dayanik et al. (2003) allowed the following special characters to be part of a token provided that they were not the first or the last character of the token:
,'' and ''/''. Thus names such as 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin and dead/h would be considered single tokens.
Some work also considered combining adjacent words that were separated by spaces into single terms. Song et al. (2003) used a simple rule to combine a short-length word and its adjacent non-short-length word into a single keyword. They reported a 15% improvement over the baseline using this simple heuristic. Ando et al. (2005) combined adjacent alphabetical chunks and numerical chunks into token bigrams.
Existing work has also explored different ways to tokenize the queries and to generate alternative gene names using heuristic rules. Huang et al. (2005) defined break-points in tokens where hyphens and spaces can be inserted or removed without changing the meaning of the token. Buttcher et al. (2004) and Huang et al. (2005) also considered replacing Greek letters with their Latin equivalents to generate lexical variants of gene names in the queries.
Although the Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980) was the most commonly used English stemmer, a few groups reported experiments with different stemmers on biomedical text. Song et al. (2003) showed that the Porter stemmer could decrease the performance while the Lovins stemmer (Lovins, 1968) improved the performance. Savoy et al. (2003) showed that the S stemmer (Harman, 1991) sometimes was advantageous over the Lovins stemmer. Many groups also removed stop words from the document collection using an external stop word list (Song et al., 2003; Carpenter, 2004; Fujita, 2004) . A commonly used stop word list for biomedical text is the one from PubMed (Carpenter, 2004 ). There has not been any work comparing the retrieval performance with and without stop word removal.
Tokenization heuristics
In this section, we generalize the various tokenization strategies in previous work into a set of organized heuristics. Such generalization allows us to better understand the rationale behind each strategy, and to systematically evaluate the strategies.
For all the tokenization strategies we consider, we assume that the last step of tokenization is to change all upper case letters into lower cases. This case normalization is done in the very end because some tokenization heuristics rely on the cases of letters to determine where to break the text. Also, the tokenization strategies that we consider do not include the ones that combine adjacent words originally separated by spaces into bigram tokens.
Before we go into the various tokenization heuristics, we first define a naive method as follows: The naive method uses only white space characters as delimiters to break down the text into tokens. We use the naive method as the very basic baseline to compare against.
Removal of non-functional characters
In biomedical text, although non-alphanumerical characters are frequently used to help represent various kinds of entities and other biomedical information, the most important special characters that make retrieval difficult are those that frequently occur in gene names and protein names, such as hyphens, slashes, and brackets. Many other nonalphanumerical characters such as '' = '' and '' # '' usually do not occur inside an entity name or convey any important semantic meaning. These ''non-functional'' characters can thus be excluded from the tokens. Previous work that had special handling of nonalphanumerical characters also only focused on a subset of non-alphanumerical characters. Therefore, as a first step, we manually identified a set of special characters that we believe can be safely discarded in certain context, and we defined a set of rules in the form of regular expressions to remove these special characters. Table 2 lists the heuristic rules we defined to remove such non-functional characters. The first rule presumably removes characters that we believe rarely occur in gene names or symbols. The second rule presumably removes periods, colons, semi-colons and commas when they are indeed used as punctuation marks rather than some meaningful characters inside gene names or symbols. Similarly, the third rule presumably removes round brackets and square brackets when they are not inside gene names, because usually when brackets occur inside gene names, either the open bracket or the close bracket has no adjacent space, such as in (MIP)-1alpha. The fourth and the fifth rules deal with single quotation marks and apostrophes. And the last rule deals with slashes when they are not inside gene names or symbols. Table 3 shows some example texts before and after the non-functional characters are removed.
After applying these heuristic rules to raw text, the following non-alphanumerical characters may still occur in the modified text:
0 '', and ''+''. To see whether indeed these are the non-alphanumerical characters that may occur inside gene names and symbols, we randomly chose 4000 gene names and symbols from LocusLink, and counted all the non-alphanumerical characters in these names. Table 4 shows the counts. Comparing the table with the list of characters above, we can conclude that (1) the special characters we have removed indeed do not occur in gene names and symbols often, and (2) the special characters that remain in the text are all possible to occur in gene names and symbols. Exactly how much the retrieval performance is affected by removing these non-functional characters is an empirical question and will be examined in our experiments.
Break points
After the non-functional characters are removed, the remaining text consists of alphanumerical characters and the special characters listed in Table 5 . We divided these special characters into two sets. The special characters in set 1 are often used to separate the several components of an entity name, such as in (MIP)-1alpha, pRB/p105, and TrpEb_1. The special characters in set 2 are not very frequently used for gene names, but rather mostly used inside numbers like 0.20 and 20,000, inside chemical formulas like the ions Ca2+ and Na+, or inside names of chemical compounds and DNA sequences to describe the structure of those entities, like in 1,2,3,4-TeCDD, 2,3,7,8-TeCDD, and 2 0 ,5 0 -linked 3 0 -deoxyribonucleotides. In most of these cases, it is not necessary to divide the two alphanumerical strings around those special characters in set 2 into different components.
Besides these special characters listed in Table 5 , there are also other places within some strings where we should consider breaking the strings into smaller tokens. These are the places where an alphabetical character changes to a numerical character and vice versa, or where a sequence of upper case letters changes to a sequence of lower case letters and vice versa. Formally, following the work in Huang et al. (2005) , we use the following rules to define three kinds of ''hidden places'' where strings can be further broken down:
1. Places between an alphabetical character on the left(right) and a numerical character on the right(left). For example, between p and 105 in p105. 2. Places between a lower case letter on the left and an upper case letter on the right. For example, between Trp and Eb_1 in TrpEb_1. 3. Places between an upper case letter on the left and a lower case letter on the right, unless the upper case letter is preceded by a space, or by a numerical character or another lower case letter (in which case the upper case letter will be separated from its previous lower case letter by rule (2)). For example, between MIP and alpha in MIPalpha, but not between E and b in TrpEb_1.
We regard these places as ''hidden'' because these places are not marked by a single special character, but by the characters to the left and to the right of these places. With these rules, gene symbols such as MIP-1alpha and MIP-1-alpha can both be broken down into MIP 1 alpha, making it possible to match them.
Borrowing the term from Huang et al. (2005), we refer to all the special characters listed in Table 5 and the three kinds of hidden places defined above as break points. The break points are the places where an entity name can be potentially broken down into smaller components such that if we connect these smaller components differently, we could form a lexical variant of the original name. Because of the different degrees to which we believe these break points should be used, we consider three sets of break points.
• Break Point Set 1 (BP1) consists of the special characters in special character set 1 in Table 5 .
• Break Point Set 2 (BP2) consists of both special character set 1 and special character set 2 in Table 5 .
• Break Point Set 3 (BP3) consists of all special characters in BP2 and the hidden break points defined by the three rules.
Break point normalization
With the break points we have defined in the last section, we can now normalize the different lexical variants of the same entity by normalizing the break points into the same representation. There are different ways to normalize the break points. One way is to replace all the break points with a single special character, such as a hyphen, and keep these break points designated by hyphens in the final tokens. Thus, if we use BP3, gene symbols MIP-1-alpha, MIP-1alpha, and (MIP)-1alpha will all become the same single token MIP-1-alpha. Another way to normalize the break points is to replace all of them with spaces. Since spaces are used as token delimiters in the very end, replacing the break points with spaces is the same as splitting the text into tokens by these break points. For example, when BP3 is used, gene symbols MIP-1-alpha, MIP-1alpha, and (MIP)-1alpha will all become three tokens: MIP, 1, and alpha. There are advantages and disadvantages of both normalization methods. For the first one, the proximity of the components of a gene name is preserved, ensuring high precision in matching entity names. However, it could not handle the case when one lexical variant contains a space while another lexical variant has a break point in the place of the space, such as in MIP-1 alpha and MIP-1-alpha. The There is another problem with the two normalization methods described above. Sometimes a hidden break point cannot be captured by the three rules we defined in Section 3.2. For example, the topics in TREC 2003 Genomics Track contain these gene alias symbols: Pkca and Prkca (for the gene ''Protein kinase C, alpha''), Tcra and Tcralpha (for the gene ''T-cell receptor alpha''), and Ifnb2 (for the gene ''Interleukin 6 (interferon, beta 2)''). We can see that the Greek letters alpha and beta, or their Latin equivalents a and b, cannot be clearly distinguished from the rest of the text in these symbols. Thus if a hyphen is inserted into such a hidden break point, this hyphenated variant cannot be matched with the one without the hyphen by either of the normalization methods we described above. Because such hidden break points are too hard to detect by any simple regular expressions, one way to solve the problem is to normalize all variants into the form without hyphens or any other special characters. We have not seen such an approach in any previous work, but we think this approach is a reasonable solution to the problem with undetectable break points.
To summarize, we consider three methods to normalize the break points. Method one replaces all break points with hyphens (or inserts hyphens into hidden break points). We call this method the Hyphen-Normalization method, or H-Norm. Method two replaces all break points with spaces (or inserts spaces into hidden break points). We call this method the Space-Normalization method, or S-Norm. Method three removes all break points (or does nothing to hidden break points). We call this method the Join-Normalization method, or J-Norm. After normalization, we can then simply use the white space characters to split the text into tokens. Note that all three break point normalization methods can be used in conjunction with any of the three sets of break points, except that when J-Norm is used, BP3 becomes essentially the same as BP2.
Greek alphabet normalization
Another heuristic that has been previously explored is to replace Greek letters with their Latin equivalents. In biomedical text, entity names often contain Greek letters such as alpha, beta, etc. Sometimes these Greek letters are abbreviated as a, b, etc., but there are no consistent rules as to when the Greek letters should be abbreviated. A simple method to tackle this problem is to replace all occurrences of Greek letters with the Latin letters that are equivalent to them.
Note that sometimes a Greek letter can be embedded in an alphabetical string and hard to detect, such as in Tcralpha. We cannot distinguish the occurrence of alpha in Tcralpha from that in alphabet, which should not be considered an embedded Greek letter. Since it is hard to distinguish these two cases, we do not attempt to do so, and we follow a simple strategy as follows. We check each maximum span of consecutive alphabetical characters in the text, and replace the ones that are in the Greek alphabet. Thus, both the alpha in Tcralpha and that in alphabet will be replaced by a. We call this Greek letter replacement strategy the Greek-Normalization heuristic, or G-Norm. Note that while the three normalization methods described in Section 3.3 are mutually exclusive, G-Norm is orthogonal to those three normalization methods, and thus can be applied on top of any of them.
Stemming and stop word removal
After tokenization, stemming is an optional step to further normalize the tokens. Based on previous work that explored stemming algorithms for biomedical information retrieval, we consider three stemmers in our evaluation: the Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980) , the Lovins stemmer (Lovins, 1968) , and the S stemmer (Harman, 1991) . The S stemmer only removes a few common word endings. The Lovins stemmer is more aggressive than the Porter stemmer, which in turn is more aggressive than the S stemmer.
We also consider two stop word removal methods. One method uses an external stop word list. In our experiments, we use the stop word list from PubMed. Since stop words are essentially the most frequent words in a document collection, the second method we consider uses a stop word list generated from the document collection itself by extracting the most frequent k tokens.
Evaluation
In this section, we show our empirical evaluation of the set of tokenization heuristics we have described in Sections 3 and 4. Specifically, our goal is as follows: For removal of the non-functional special characters, intuitively it should improve the performance, because most of the noise caused by punctuation such as periods and commas is removed by this heuristic. The purpose of the evaluation of this heuristic is thus to see whether this nonfunctional character removal step is safe for most of the queries. For the three sets of break points we defined, BP1, BP2, and BP3, the goal of the evaluation is to see which set gives the best retrieval performance when it is used in conjunction with break point normalization. Similarly, for the three break point normalization methods, the goal is to the find the best normalization method for retrieval. For Greek alphabet normalization, we want to see whether this replacement can improve the retrieval performance. Lastly, for stemming and stop word removal, we want to see whether stemming improves the performance and which stemmer performs the best, and whether removing stop words improves the performance.
We also need to make our evaluation of tokenization strategies independent of the retrieval method being used so that the best tokenization strategies we find can be used for any standard information retrieval method. All the state-of-the-art retrieval formulas are based on the bag-of-word representation and share similar retrieval heuristics (Fang et al., 2004) . We thus expect them to be affected by the tokenization method in a similar way. In our study, we choose two representative retrieval methods to use in our evaluation: a TF-IDF retrieval method with BM25 term frequency weighting, and the KL-divergence retrieval method , which represents the language modeling approach. We call the first method ''TFIDF'' and the second method ''KL'' in this section. The details of the TFIDF method are explained in Zhai (2001) .
Both retrieval methods are implemented in the Lemur Language Modeling Toolkit, 1 which we use for our experiments. We tune the parameters in our experiments because the parameters are sensitive to the query type and to the tokenization heuristics used. Previous studies have shown that pseudo-relevance feedback can often improve the retrieval performance. Usually pseudo-relevance feedback works by introducing useful new terms to the queries. To see whether the choice of the best tokenization strategies is affected by whether pseudo-relevance feedback is used, we also applied the model-based feedback method in our experiments. This method is based on the KL-divergence retrieval method, and is also implemented in the Lemur Toolkit. The number of feedback documents to use is set to five in all our experiments. The other feedback parameters are tuned in the experiments. We refer to this pseudo-relevance feedback method as ''KL-FB'' in the rest of this section.
In all our experiments, for each set of queries, we use the mean average precision (MAP) measure as the evaluation metric. MAP has so far been the standard measure used to evaluate ad hoc retrieval results and has also been used in the TREC Genomics Track evaluation (Hersh et al., 2004 (Hersh et al., , 2005 . Compared with some other performance measures such as ''precision at 10'' and ''R-precision,'' MAP has the advantage of being sensitive to the rank of every relevant document, thus it reflects well the overall ranking accuracy.
Document collections and queries
The document collections and the queries we use for evaluation are from the ad hoc The topics used in the three years' Genomics Track represent different types of queries and different information need. The 50 topics from TREC 2003 each consist of a gene and an organism name with the specific retrieval task formally stated as follows: For gene X, find all MEDLINE references that focus on the basic biology of the gene or its protein products from the designated organism. Basic biology includes isolation, structure, genetics, and function of genes/proteins in normal and disease states. Because this information need is very broad but at the same time centered around the topic genes, we use only the gene names to form keyword queries. We do not use the names of the organisms because our preliminary experiment results show that including the organism names may hurt the performance. For the gene in each topic, several types of names are given, including the official name, the official symbol, the alias symbols, the product, etc. These types of names fall into two categories: the gene names and gene products are usually long, descriptive names, such as chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 3, and the gene symbols are short, symbolic names, such as CCL3 and MIP1A. We thus form two groups of keyword queries from the 2003 topics. For each 2003 topic, we use the union of the topic gene's descriptive names to form a name query, and we use the union of the gene's symbolic names to form a symbol query. In the end, we get 50 keyword name queries and 50 keyword symbol queries from the 2003 topics. This separation presumably captures two possible types of real-world queries from biology researchers.
The 50 topics from TREC 2004 each consist of a title field, an information need field, and a context field. These topics may or may not contain a gene or protein name. Our preliminary experiment results show that using only the information need field to form queries gives the best retrieval performance. We thus use the text in the information need field only to form 50 verbose queries. These queries often contain common English words as background words, such as about in the query ''Find articles about Ferroportin-1, an iron transporter, in humans.'' The 50 topics from TREC 2005 are structured topics with templates. There are five templates representing five kinds of information need. For example, one template is ''Provide information about the role of the geneX involved in the diseaseY.'' We exclude those template background words such as provide and information when forming the queries. After removing the background words, most queries still contain more than five words, including some English words, so we still consider them verbose queries. We further divide the queries into two groups: queries that involve at least one gene (queries belonging to Templates 2, 3, 4, and 5), and queries that do not involve any gene (queries belonging to Template 1). We exclude Topic 135 because it does not have any judged relevant document. We thus get 39 gene queries and 10 non-gene queries from the 2005 topics.
To We do not consider query expansion using external knowledge bases because the goal of our study is not to improve the absolute retrieval performance, but rather to compare the tokenization strategies. Once we find the best set of tokenization strategies, we can establish a strong baseline method for biomedical information retrieval by using the best tokenization strategies. Presumably, any more sophisticated technique tailored for biomedical information retrieval is orthogonal to this strong baseline, and therefore can be applied on top of the strong baseline.
Tokenization heuristics
To evaluate the tokenization heuristics, we first compare the retrieval performance before and after the removal of non-functional characters. Concluding that removing the nonfunctional characters is safe, we then further apply the three break point normalization methods in conjunction with the three sets of break points. This gives us nine sets of experiments. We then evaluate the Greek alphabet normalization heuristic by applying it on top of each break point normalization method in conjunction with the best set of break points. All experiments are run on each set of queries. Table 6 shows the comparison of the retrieval performance between the naive tokenization method, which is defined in Section 3, and the tokenization method that removes the nonfunctional characters. We refer to the latter method as the baseline method because it is applicable to general English text as well. Recall that the naive method uses only white space characters as delimiters. The ''% Diff.'' rows show the relative difference between the baseline method and the naive method for each set of queries. An asterisk indicates that the difference is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. We can see that in almost all cases, the baseline method outperforms the naive method.
Removal of non-functional characters
The improvement is especially substantial with the verbose queries. Note that the main purpose of removing the non-functional characters is to normalize the words connected with punctuation marks into their canonical forms, i.e., the same words without any connected punctuation marks. For example, ''gene,'' will be normalized into ''gene.'' The difference between the verbose queries and the keyword queries suggests that the common English words in the queries are more affected by the removal of the non-functional characters than the gene names or symbols in the queries. Indeed, compared with gene names or symbols, common English words are more likely to be connected with punctuation marks such as periods and commas. Table 7 shows the comparison among the three sets of break points when one of H-Norm, S-Norm, and J-Norm is used in conjunction. For each set of queries and each normalization method, the performance of BP1 is shown in the first row, followed by the performance of BP2 and of BP3. The ''% Diff.'' rows show the relative difference between BP2 or BP3 and BP1. An asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference. Although the pattern is not consistent, we can see that BP1 performs better than BP2 and BP3 in most of the cases, especially when S-Norm is used, or when J-Norm is used for the keyword queries. As we will show next, S-Norm and J-Norm are preferred over H-Norm. We thus choose BP1 as the best set of break points to use. Table 8 shows the comparison among the three break point normalization methods when each set of break points is used in conjunction. For the keyword symbols queries, we put the performance of J-Norm in the first row, followed by the performance of H-Norm and of S-Norm. For all the other query sets, we put S-Norm in the first row, followed by H-Norm and J-Norm. The ''% Diff.'' rows show the relative difference between the previous row and the first row in that section. In another word, for the keyword symbol queries, the ''% Diff.'' rows show the relative difference between H-Norm or S-Norm and J-Norm; for the other queries, the ''% Diff.'' rows show the relative difference between H-Norm or J-Norm and S-Norm. An asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference. It is very clear from Table 8 , especially when BP1 or BP2 is used, that for the keyword symbol queries, J-Norm performs the best, and for the keyword name queries and the verbose queries, S-Norm performs the best. This suggests that for gene symbols that are combinations of alphabetical characters, numerical characters, and special characters such as hyphens, removing the special characters is the most effective way to normalize different lexical variants of the same name. For keyword name queries and verbose queries, however, most of the query words are not gene symbols. Replacing special characters such as hyphens and slashes with spaces is the most effective normalization method. This is probably not only because S-Norm may help normalize the gene names but also because it effectively separates hyphenated compound words such as CCAAT/enhancer-binding and azaserine-induced, which are better to be separated for retrieval purposes.
Break points

Break point normalization
Greek alphabet normalization
In Table 9 , we show the effect of applying G-Norm on top H-Norm, S-Norm, and J-Norm when the best set of break points, BP1, is used. For each set of queries and each normalization method, the ''% Diff.'' row shows the relative difference between the methods with and without G-Norm. An asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference. Although the pattern is not very clear in the comparison, we can see that in most cases, Greek alphabet normalization does not improve the performance. However, for keyword symbol queries, when J-Norm is used, G-Norm does improve the performance a little bit. Since JNorm is the best break point normalization method for keyword symbol queries, we conclude that we should apply G-Norm on top of J-Norm when the queries are keyword symbol queries.
Stemming and stop word removal
Stemming
In this section, we compare non-stemming and stemming performance, and compare the different stemming algorithms. We apply three stemmers, the Porter stemmer, the Lovins stemmer, and the S stemmer, on top of the best tokenization strategy for each set of queries. The performance is shown in Table 10 . For each set of queries, the performance of the best tokenization method is shown in the first row, followed by the performance when each stemmer is applied on top of the best tokenization method. The ''% Diff.'' rows show the relative difference between each stemmer and the best tokenization method. Asterisks The numbers shown here are the MAP measures. The % Diff. rows show the relative difference between BP2 or BP3 with BP1. Asterisks indicate differences that are statistically significant. When J-Norm is used, BP2 and BP3 become the same indicate statistically significant differences. We can see that for keyword queries, all three stemmers decrease the performance in most cases. However, for verbose queries, in most cases all three stemmers improve the performance. There is no clear conclusion about which stemmer is the best to use for the verbose queries.
Stop word removal
In this section, we compare the two stop word removal methods. Method one uses the PubMed stop word list, which consists of 132 common English words. Method two uses a collection-based stop word list, i.e., the most frequent k words in the same document collection for retrieval. We use different values of k to see how this cutoff number affects the performance. Table 11 shows the performance on each query set before and after stop word removal. The ''% Diff.'' rows show the relative difference brought by removing a certain number of stop words. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences. We can see that stop word removal either does not improve the performance, or only slightly improves the performance. When we use collection-based stop word list, it is also hard to decide the cutoff number k. We thus conclude that in general we should not apply stop word removal for biomedical information retrieval, simply because we do not know when it will help.
Improvement summary
From the above comparisons, we can draw the following conclusions. First, we can safely remove those non-functional characters as defined in Section 3.1. Second, BP1 is the best set of break points to use for break point normalization. Third, for keyword symbol queries, J-Norm is the most effective break point normalization method, and for keyword name queries and verbose queries, S-Norm is the most effective normalization method. Fourth, The numbers shown here are the MAP measures. The ''% Diff.'' rows show the relative difference between the previous row and the first row in the current section. Asterisks indicate differences that are statistically significant
Greek alphabet normalization in general is not effective except when J-Norm is used for the keyword symbol queries. And last, for verbose queries, we should perform stemming.
In Table 12 , we show the relative improvement brought by each tokenization heuristic and the overall improvement over the naive method. Except for the overall improvement, the percentage of improvement shown in the table is the improvement with respect to the previous row. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences. The gene queries and the non-gene queries from 2005 are combined. Besides the MAP measure, here we also report another performance metric, precision at 10 (Pr@10). The numbers shown here are the MAP measures. The ''% Diff.'' rows show the relative difference between the previous row and the first row in the current section. Asterisks indicate differences that are statistically significant
Inf Retrieval (2007) 10:341-363 357 We can see from the table that when a set of suitable tokenization heuristics are used for each type of queries, the MAP performance measure can improve by at least 8% for all sets of queries. The improvement is mostly substantial for the 2004 and 2005 queries, which are verbose queries. For 2004 queries, the improvement is mostly brought by the removal of the non-functional characters. The reason may be that 2004 queries contain more background English words than the 2005 queries. It therefore suggests that the more verbose a query is, i.e., the more background English words a query contains, the more important it is to carefully remove the non-functional characters when doing tokenization. For 2003 name queries and 2005 queries, however, the break point normalization step contributes more than the removal of the non-functional characters to the final improvement. This suggests that for queries containing gene names, normalization of break points is important in tokenization.
The change of Pr@10 in general follows the same pattern as that of MAP. However, when some heuristic is applied, especially when removal of non-functional characters is applied to the keyword queries, Pr@10 decreases while MAP increases, which is not very surprising given that normalization of terms is generally expected to increase recall at the risk of decreasing the precision of top-ranked documents. (Hersh et al. 2004 ). The best MAP we obtained is 0.3357, which is better than the fifth best automatic run in TREC 2004. For TREC 2005, the best automatic run achieved a MAP of 0.2888 (Hersh et al., 2005) . The best MAP we obtained is 0.2969, which is higher than the best run at TREC. For TREC 2003, since we separated the gene symbols and the gene names in the queries, our results are not comparable to those reported at TREC. This comparison shows that by using good tokenization strategies, we can have a baseline method for biomedical information retrieval that is competitive with the state-of-the-art systems.
Discussion and conclusions
Because of the irregular forms of entity names and their lexical variants in the biomedical text, appropriate tokenization is an important preprocessing step in biomedical information retrieval. In this paper, we systematically evaluated a set of tokenization strategies generalized from existing work, including a non-functional character removal step, a break point normalization step with three possible normalization methods and three possible sets of break points, and a Greek alphabet normalization step. We also empirically studied the effect of stemming and stop word removal for biomedical information retrieval. Our evaluation was conducted on all the available TREC biomedical information retrieval test collections, and we employed two representative retrieval methods as well as a pseudorelevance feedback method. Results from all experiments show that tokenization can significantly affect the retrieval performance, as we expected; appropriate tokenization can improve the retrieval performance by up to 96%.
Based on our experiment results, the general recommendations are: First, non-functional characters should be removed from the text using a set of heuristic rules. Second, for different types of queries, different tokenization heuristics should be applied. For queries that contain only gene symbols, removing brackets, hyphens, slashes, and underlines in the tokens and replacing Greek letters with their Latin equivalents are useful. For queries that contain only full gene names and for verbose queries that also contain English words, replacing brackets, hyphens, slashes, and underlines with spaces should be used. Numerical characters should not be separated from alphabetical characters. Third, for verbose queries, stemming can be used to further improve the performance. Finally, stop word removal in general should not be performed to avoid the risk of hurting the performance.
Our study still has some limitations. One limitation is that not all text collections we use are well suited for this evaluation. In particular, we are aware that the relevance judgments for the TREC 2003 Genomics Track data set were automatically generated from GeneRIF (Hersh and Bhuptiraju, 2003) , which are incomplete; some relevant documents are not included in the relevance judgments. This problem with the data clearly may affect our evaluation, and the conclusions we draw from the keyword queries, which are all from TREC 2003, may need further testing.
It is hard, if not impossible, to enumerate all the possible tokenization strategies. Our philosophy has been to take a ''bottom-up'' approach and systematically enumerate the most basic tokenization strategies, with the goal being to develop a set of effective, but conservative tokenization strategies. However, there are still some other tokenization strategies that we did not include in our evaluation. For example, we did not consider the option of not performing case normalization. In biomedical text, sometimes the same string may convey different meanings when it is capitalized and when it is all in lower case. However, we believe that such cases are not common, and if we do not perform case normalization, the improvement we gain for these special cases is likely to be outweighed by the decrement resulted from other cases where case normalization is harmful. Nevertheless, we should test this option in our future work. Another strategy that we did not try is to combine some adjacent words into single tokens. For example, ''MIP 1'' may be transformed into ''MIP-1'' with this strategy, and hence be matched with ''MIP-1.'' We did not test this strategy for two reasons. (1) One of our break point normalization methods, S-Norm, already addresses the same problem in a different way. ''MIP 1'' and ''MIP-1'' will both be transformed into ''MIP 1'' under S-Norm, and thus be matched. (2) It is hard to define a set of reasonable rules to combine adjacent tokens without compromising our philosophy of being conservative as this heuristic may affect term frequencies and document lengths in an unpredictable way. However, it would still be interesting to further explore this heuristic in the line of Song et al. (2003) .
